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Pokemon Sun & Pokemon Moon are the next generation releases in Nintendo's blockbuster game franchise. These new
Pokemon games for 3DS will also allow players to import first-generation Pokemon.

Follow this guide to hear about updates Pokemon Sun is apart of the first installment of Pokemon Games - the
other being Pokemon Moon - introducing the Seventh Generation of Pokemon. It has a worldwide release on
November 18, , with a Special Demo Version released exactly one month prior to. Players can either purchase
a physical hard copy of the game in Stores or online, or a digital copy of such from the Nintendo eShop on any
2DS or 3DS for the same cost. The game is set to take place in the New Region of Alola , a place that closely
mirrors that of Hawaii in the real world. There are also many isles that make up this region that the player is
allowed to venture through; again, something that very much so resembles the Hawaiian Islands in the Pacific.
Almost the same exact culture and feel is found in the games from the real-life location. This is easily shown
in how people in the region greet each other by saying "Alola," a similar catch phrase to the famous "Aloha.
There are also New Forms found for many Pokemon from older generations. Much like how different species
have different appearance and traits when found in one geographical area and climate to the next in the real
world, so these given Pokemon have in this game. These New Alolan Forms have cause these older Pokemon
to "adapt to their given environment" in order to survive - IE Survival of the Fittest - causing them to change
in both appearance and typing as Time has advanced. Many other New concepts are also being introduced in
Pokemon Sun. For one, both it and its counterpart Pokemon Moon will have a different eternal Time clock.
When it is morning in one game, it will be nighttime in the other. This is something that has never been done
with a pair of games before for the Pokemon Franchise, but a move hopefully to keep things different and
unique from one game to the next. But even with all these changes and New aspects being incorporated within
Pokemon Sun, there will still be many components in the plot that will remain true to the Pokemon Spirit. A
trainer will continue to explore a new region while training their Pokemon and trying to complete their
Pokedex new Rotom Pokedex , they will still have friends and rivals challenge them along the way, and, of
course, they will ultimately have to stop the evil antagonist group causing trouble in the region. This Time
around, a player must stop the troublesome Team Skull from causing havoc in The Alola Region , eventually
having to defeat them at the end of the first storyline before they can harness the power of the Legendary
Mascot of the game Solgaleo for Pokemon Sun. Contrary to previous antagonist groups so well organized and
business-like, however, Team Skull is a completely New breed on its own. The trainers in this group have a
unique look some would have never thought would be found in the World of Pokemon, a group with an
uncanny resemblance to a real-world inner city gang. Yet still, it is on a much lower, age-appropriate,
animated and fun sort of level. If nothing else, Pokemon Moon will surely be a New look for the Pokemon
Industry, a breath of new and fingers-crossed good life to a rather simple concept that has been around for
over two decade. You can navigate from page-to-page by clicking on the links for such at the top and bottom
of each Walkthrough Page. You can even skip from one section or page to another by accessing the Table of
Contents to the right of the Walkthrough. Sections that are not collapsed are still being added to; sections that
are collapsible have been completed and can be clicked upon to view all the contents and pages within them.
You can even print the pages from this guide and search this guide for specific content by using key words at
the top of each page. We will be exploring the game and supplying you with all the up-to-date information
within the game that will add to your success, and subscribing will automatically message you when more
content has been added to this guide. And believe us, there will surely be lots to come from now through the
release of the game to even after! GameFreak and the Pokemon Company said many years and generations of
Pokemon ago that there was still many regions left to explore in the Pokemon Universe. Next up is The Alola
Region!
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Pokemon Sun is apart of the first installment of Pokemon Games - the other being Pokemon Moon - introducing the
Seventh Generation of Pokemon. It has a worldwide release on November 18, , with.

Unlike any other main games series, the game begins with a video call made by Professor Kukui to the player.
Professor Kukui helps create a Trainer Passport for the player before the player and the mother move from
Kanto to Alola. As they reach Iki Town, the kahuna is nowhere to be found, so Kukui sends the player to the
Mahalo Trail in hopes of finding the kahuna. On the trail, the player spots the girl that escaped the lab and
follows her to the Plank Bridge. Before the player and Nebby fall to their doom, Tapu Koko flies through the
Spearow and bring the pair back to safely. The player and the girl then return to Iki Town and get greeted by
Kukui. Kukui introduces the girl as his lab assistant, Lillie, before the kahuna, Hala , returns from resolving a
problem on the island. Kukui then lets the player train before going to the festival. After Tapu Koko approves
of the battling, Hala returns the sparkling stone, which is now converted into a Z-Ring. Afterwards, the player
then returns home to prepare for the next day. When the player meets up with Ilima, two Team Skull Grunts
appear, but they appear to be minor threats to Ilima. On the way to Verdant Cavern, a wild Delibird drags the
player to the Berry fields as more Team Skull Grunts are causing trouble with other people. As the player
makes it to Verdant Cavern, Ilima explains the rules of the trial and lets the player attempt it. Midway into the
trial, the Grunts from earlier challenge the player again and get defeated. After hearing that Lillie has gone
missing, the player heads to Route 3 and into Melemele Meadow , where the player finds Lillie. Lillie again
loses Nebby and the player has to go find it. After finding Nebby, the player returns to Lillie and leave the
meadow to be greeted by Hau and Kukui. After hearing that Hau and the player passed their first trial, Kukui
sends the player back to Iki Town for their grand trial with island kahuna Hala. The player makes way to the
next island, Akala Island. Null , and Hapu , a wanderer traveling the region with her Mudsdale. After defeating
the island kahuna, Faba invites the player and Hau to Aether Paradise. In the middle of the meeting, a weird
creature from another universe attacks the player and after a short battle retreats to its own world. After
completing the two trials, the player meets the Team Skull leader Guzma and visits their base at Po Town.
Gladion overhears the conversation and demands Hau and the player to travel with him to the ferry terminal
for their next destination. Before the trio leave, Nanu challenges the player as an island kahuna. Nanu gives
the player another Z-Crystal and asks Gladion what he is depending on Team Skull for before departing.
Gladion reveals to the player and Hau that they have to return to Aether Paradise to rescue Lillie and Nebby.
Despite the crazy story, the player and Hau tag with Gladion to Aether Paradise. At Aether Paradise,
employees begin to attack the team as they believe they are intruders. They eventually reach Faba and Faba
indeed hints that there is something unusual about Aether Foundation. After a battle from the player, Faba
redirects the trio to the lower level of Aether Paradise, with the trio unaware that it is a trap to buy time. After
learning of the trap, they head back up to find Faba, who brought reinforcements to battle them. Wicke then
appears to them and says that Lillie might be with the President, but it would be hard to get to them. Faba then
ambushes them again with more employees. The trio then spot Team Skull and Guzma in front of where they
need to go. Gladion immediately takes on Guzma while Hau and the player take out the Grunts. After taking
out the Grunts, Guzma takes down Gladion and the player takes his place in battle. Guzma gets defeated by
the player again and is forced to let the team move onwards. The player then runs into Lusamine and Lillie.
The player witnesses a darker side of Lusamine and learns that Nebby is being sacrificed to bring back the
beast from earlier. Lillie tries to reason with her mother, but fails to do so, resulting in the player going after
Lusamine. Gladion and Hau catch up to the player and Gladion tells his mother not to open the Ultra
Wormhole, but again, Lusamine ignores her children and opens the wormhole anyways. This results in many
Ultra Beasts being spread out in Alola. With the help of Guzma, Lusamine tries to put a stop to the team, but
they put both of the villains and the beast to a stop. As the Ultra Wormhole closes, Guzma, Lusamine, and the
beast retreat to Ultra Space while Lillie checks on Nebby, who has now transformed into a new form. The
player and Lillie eventually find Hapu again, who reveals the island has no kahuna. Lillie shows Hapu the
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flute Gladion gave her and are told the other flute is on Exeggutor Island. After the player takes the other flute,
the player and Lillie return to Poni Island and head to the Altar. On the way to the Altar, they get ambushed by
Team Skull. Team Skull battles the player in order to try and get them to talk about where Guzma disappeared
to, but Plumeria puts a stop to the battling. Plumeria apologizes for her actions and lets them continue onwards
in hopes of rescuing Guzma. Soon after, Hapu challenges the player to a Grand Trial and the player attends
another trial soon after. With both trials complete, the player completes the island challenge. The only thing
left to do is to rescue Lusamine and Guzma from Ultra Space. With its new power, Nebby takes Lillie and the
player to Ultra Space. The two then run into Guzma, who seems to be possessed by the Ultra Beasts. Lillie
continues to find her mother, and soon the two find Lusamine with the creature called Nihilego. Lusamine
calls out a captured Nihilego and merges with it, leaving the player to battle Lusamine until Nebby separates
Lusamine and Nihilego from each other. Nebby then grabs the trapped people and brings them to the Altar,
where Hapu takes Lusamine and Guzma to safely. Nebby, still wanting to travel with Lillie and the player,
gets rejected by Lillie as she believes that Nebby will not be able to get the adventures it wants with her as she
is not a real trainer. Lillie then recommends Nebby should be captured by the player. The player gets into a
battle with Nebby and eventually captures it. Lillie is thankful that Nebby will now be taken care of by its new
parent and leaves to help out her mother. Nanu then appears at the Altar to let the player know that the next
step is to battle all four kahunas in a row. The members include island kahunas Hala and Olivia, who use
Fighting - and Rock types respectively, Trial Captain Acerola, who uses the Ghost type, and Kahili , a former
island challenge champion and golfer who uses the Flying type. After becoming Champion, the player is
invited back to a big festival in Iki Town to celebrate the big accomplishment. During the festival, Lillie pulls
the player to the side and the two revisit the Mahalo Trail and cross a rebuilt Plank Bridge to the Ruins of
Conflict , hoping to get congratulated by Tapu Koko for finishing the island challenge. The player touches the
statue in the Ruins of Conflict and gives thanks to Tapu Koko. After the battle, the two return to the festival.
Shortly after returning, Lillie tries to tell the player of her next steps, but decides to instead let the player enjoy
the rest of the festival. Hau and the player catch up to Lillie and Professor Kukui before the departure, and it is
revealed Lillie is going to Kanto to help make herself and her mother get better and stronger. Lillie gives Hau
and the player a gift before she sets sail to Kanto, leaving Hau in tears. Trade and battle with friends all over
the world! Adventure awaits in the Alola region! QR Scanner Main article: Alola Forms Main article: These
variant species take on different forms from those of their species in other regions, including a different
appearance, Abilities, and more. An Alolan variant of a species is known as its Alola Form. Battle Royal Main
article: Battle Royal The Battle Royal is a new battle format where four players enter into a free-for-all battle,
with any player able to attack or aid another. Z-Moves are moves of great power, but can only be used once
per battle. In order to use a Z-Move, a Trainer needs two items: When used in battle, a Z-Move takes over the
entire screen in a short, cinematic display. Island challenge Main article: It is a rite in which players travel
through the four islands of Alola with the goal of becoming the strongest Trainer, known as the island
challenge champion. Each trial has a Trial Captain who provides guidance to trial-goers. All of the Captains
are Trainers who undertook trials in their own island challenge a few years earlier. Hyper Training Main
article: Hyper in exchange for Bottle Caps. Festival Plaza Main article: Festival Plaza As the player progresses
through the game, they will become able to use Festival Plaza. Festival Plaza allows players to see other
people playing near them, or other players that are connected to the internet to battle or trade. By talking to
people and listening to their requests in Festival Plaza, players can receive Festival Coins. Festival Coins can
be spent on stores in the plaza, and eventually rank up their Plaza.
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The official strategy guide from PokÃ©mon for the PokÃ©mon Sun & PokÃ©mon Moon video games! Be prepared for
each part of your journey with the step-by-step walkthrough and extensive hints in PokÃ©mon Sun & PokÃ©mon Moon:
The Official Strategy Guide!

Because the crack in the altar is connected to the ultra space, you will be able to enter several ultra wormholes
to catch various ultra beasts in their respective worlds. Beast balls can be purchased individually or in bulk at
Aether Paradise. Enter the ultra space through the white ultra wormholes to access the worlds that contain
ultra beasts. These worlds can be accessed through the legendary wormholes. The process of entering the
legendary wormholes is the same as entering the ultra wormholes. You ride through the ultra space by entering
the crack on the Altar of the Sunne or the Altar of the Moone on Poni Island. The various islands are: The
higher the phase, the higher their effectiveness and level of utilization. Now go get them all and start
strategically using them on your favorite critters. To eat is to live, and to live is to battle! Who knows, you
might even get a chance to meet the buffet queen! And did I mention that every time you eat and battle at the
battle buffet, you get experience, money, and some other surprising gifts? Take advantage of all the food and
fun at the battle buffet! The mission is to locate and engage in battle with the eeveelution users. Their
locations and details are as follows: After all the searching and battling, go back to Kagetora and have a
decisive battle with him. After all, the fashion options add a whole new dimension to your character. Most
outfits can be purchased from the boutiques all around Alola. The remaining outfits must be obtained in a
myriad of other ways. After the conversation, you will receive the porygon, as well as an upgrade item. Next,
have solgaleo or lunala in your party. You will see a cosmog there and it will automatically join you. The best
way to use it is to trade it for its counterpart with other people. She will give you a type: She will also give you
a whole stack of memory drives to use with your newly acquired type: That is why they are also called the
guardian deities of Alola. In order to catch any of them, you need to finish the game, pay them a visit in their
respective ruins, and solve simple puzzles in order to reach them. Challenge the Battle Royale The battle
royale is a competitive, free-for-all, 4-trainer battle where you try to defend yourself while you also try to
annihilate all the other competitors. It takes real strategizing skills and luck to best everyone in a battle royale.
In order to participate, you need to go to Royal Avenue on Akala Island and register at the battle royale dome.
If lucky stars shine on you and you manage to win, then you will get lots of valuable battle points BPs as a
reward. Here are the various styles:
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4: Prima Games - Bulbapedia, the community-driven PokÃ©mon encyclopedia
Greetings Pokemon fans-new and old-and welcome to this GamerGuides strategy guide that features the exciting 7th
generation of Pokemon games: Pokemon Sun and Moon!

Recommended Pokemon in the Early Game Magnemite Magnemite is a very accessible Pokemon early on in
the game as it is almost present in various locations. Magnemite evolves into Magneton at level 30, then
eventually turns into Magnezone. Magnemite is very common. He has great stats in the early stage of the
game. Hawlucha can also be a valuable asset against the Island Kahunas Hala and Olivia. Aside from that,
Hawlucha can use Roost to restore its HP and remove temporarily remove its Flying typing to adapt to certain
situation in battle. Hawlucha can be found on Route 3 on Melemele Island. It can also be obtained through
trading. Growlithe Growlithe evolves into one of the strongest Fire type Pokemon, Arcanine. Arcanine boasts
good stats that even matches some Legendary Pokemon. It can also be considered a great sweeper because of
its huge Attack and Speed stats. You can find Growlithe in Route 2 on Melemele Island. Magikarp Magikarp
is a very weak Pokemon and is mostly thought of as a joke to use in battle. Gyarados is considered to be one
of the strongest Pokemon in the game. He is often used competitively and a strong option against most types
of Pokemon. Gyarados is also a versatile Pokemon as he can also learn a wide array of moves. Magikarp
appears in Routes 7 to 15 on Akala Island. Cubone Cubone is a strong Pokemon once he evolves. His Alolan
evolution, Alolan Marowak , is a great option against many types of Pokemon. You can turn your Cubone into
an Alolan Marowak by leveling up in nighttime starting at level Alolan Marowak resists nine move types ,
with Normal and Fighting types having no effect against him. Getting a Cubone early is a good investment
and can greatly help you in the latter stages of the game. Eevee Eevee is a good Pokemon to catch in the early
parts of the game. Maximizing friendship with Eevee allows it to evolve into Espeon or Umbreon. Aside from
that, it has seven more evolutions with each of them having different types. Each one of them has different
strengths. Jolteon , for example, has a better attack speed compared to every Eevee evolution. On the other
hand, Flareon has the best attack stats. Eevee is a versatile choice because each evolution is unique and can fit
any team depending on who you evolve it into. Eevee appears in the tall grass along routes 4 and 6 on
Melemele Island.
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For Pokemon Sun on the 3DS, GameFAQs has 15 FAQs (game guides and walkthroughs).

Written on the card is an instruction telling you to proceed to the guest room in the motel on Route 8. This
quest is quite straightforward. Of course, the most efficient way of capturing the Ultra Beasts is with the Beast
Balls provided by Looker every now and then. The Ultra Beasts Source 2. Null, proceed to the 2nd Floor of
the Aether Paradise and speak with Gladion. Null, which you can level-up with max friendship until it evolves
into a Silvally. Just proceed to the ruins, solve the puzzles, and catch the guardian deities of Alola! If for some
reason, you KO any of the Tapu and fail to capture them, you can make them respawn again by defeating the
Elite Four of the Pokemon League and returning to the ruins. Dexio will challenge you to a battle. The original
trainer and rival, Red and Blue Green if you prefer to call him that , makes their epic appearance in Pokemon
Sun and Moon. At this point you can only battle one of them. If you want a more challenging battle, go for
Red because his team are up a bit in terms of raw levels compared to Blue. Anyway, both of their teams are
definitely super strong and powerful so choose whoever you like! Champions Red and Blue make a
comeback! At the Battle Tree, more exciting challenges awaits you! You can battle powerful trainers to gain
experience as a trainer and receive Battle Points BPs , which you can exchange for wonderful items and rare
prizes. The modes are Single, Double, and Multi Battles. By creating a winning streak, you get the chance to
battle more powerful trainers including very familiar ones like Cynthia and Wally until you finally reach the
Battle Legends. Kagetora wants you to find and battle the Eeveelution Users. Their locations are as follows:
After all the searching and battling, go back to Kagetora and battle with him. After defeating him, he will give
you a Dawn Stone as a reward. Here are the five versions of the Poke Finder and the requirements: Purchase it
and walk around with swag as you don your very own Team Skull Tank. As a bonus, the said employee will
also give you an Up-Grade. It could be anyoneâ€”a captain, an ace trainer, a veteran, or even a youngster! All
you have to do is battle-it-all-out and defend your title! These moves are powerful versions of regular moves
with the added power and bonus special cutscenes. There are actually more activities and stuff here than meets
the eye. At the Festival Plaza, you can play mini-games, collect coins, buy items, purchase sets, interact with
people from around the world, decorate the place, and more. The fun never stops! Fun at the Festival Plaza
Source It presents a type of battle where you and your Pokemon battle-it-all-out against three other trainers.
As for the reward, you get the much-coveted Battle Points BPs and the high rankings. Do you have what it
takes to stand on the top of the Battle Royal? With the Island Scan, you get to scan the islands every day for
rare Pokemon such as Cyndaquil, Totodile, and Chikorita. Not all of them can be found in-game yet. Maybe in
the future, who knows? So, for now, try getting your hand into collecting the available Mega Evolution Stones
at the Battle Tree. At some moments, you might even be graced by the presence of the Buffet Queen herself.
Half of them can be obtained from the Island Trials and Challenges.
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This page lists the things that you can do after completing the main game in PokÃ©mon Sun and Moon. List of
Post-Game Events. Here is a list of what you can do after becoming the Alola Champion, in no particular order.

As Pokemon turns 20 years old, Pokemon Sun and Pokemon Moon feel like the most appropriate possible
celebration. This is a game that is at once hugely respectful to the Pokemon legacy and jam-packed with
fanservice but also a game that clearly has a bunch of exciting new ideas all of its own. While the game is a
little too intent on holding your hand early on, when it opens up it really opens up with collectables, optional
areas and entirely miss-able gameplay mechanics galore. Which is very important indeed in the world of
Pokemon. Where should you begin? Here we lay out some of the basic things you absolutely need to know
before you head off on your Alola Island Challenge. No, a nearly impossible choice: Which Pokemon do you
choose? Will it be fire-type Litten, water-type Popplio, or grass-type Rowlet? The games always have subtle
differences between the two. But what are they? And which version is best for you? Just how do you evolve
that one Pokemon that stubbornly seems to be maintaining one form? Where is that one TM you need to make
your team watertight? We cover all this and more in our advanced guide pages â€” you can see those below.
What can you expect for your starter of choice later on in the game? Some simply require a certain level up
while others have more specific demands. We cover it all. Certain NPCs have a very useful function but also
crucially only appear in one place in the vast game world of Alola. Also known as TMs for short, these
excellent items allow you to teach moves to your Pokemon. These pair allow you to do two key things as
made obvious by their name â€” delete moves from your Pokemon and relearn moves that their natural level
progression allowed them to learn for a second time. Complete game Walkthrough Our walkthrough is going
to keep things simple.

7: Pokemon Ultra Sun and Moon - Recommended Pokemon in the Early Game: Guide - SAMURAI GAMER
PokÃ©mon Sun and Moon are here and, as we mentioned in our Sun and Moon review, do more than a little to shake
up the well-trodden formula of PokÃ©mon games gone by. Here, you'll find our in.

8: PokÃ©mon Sun & Moon: Game Guide | PokÃ©mon Trainer Community
This page is for PokÃ©mon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon. For the previous games in the series, visit my PokÃ©mon Sun
and Moon Walkthrough.

9: Pokemon Sun Walkthrough and Game Guide - www.enganchecubano.com
Home Pokemon Ultra Sun and Moon Recommended Pokemon in the Early Game: Guide Pokemon Ultra Sun and Moon
- Recommended Pokemon in the Early Game: Guide. November 20, Julian Elona Pokemon Ultra Sun and Moon 0.
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